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Overview

• Overview of NCSU’s strawberry budget

• Changes in key parameters for 2020

• Strawberry seasonal price movements

• Review of consumer and market intermediary 

preferences



Budget status

• NCSU’s Strawberry budget last fully updated in 2015

– U-pick and pre-pick

• U Georgia has a 2020 strawberry budget

– Wholesale

• U Arkansas’s strawberry budget is no longer online

https://cals.ncsu.edu/are-extension/business-planning-and-operations/enterprise-budgets/
https://agecon.uga.edu/extension/budgets.html
http://strawberry.uark.edu/strawberry-resources/publications-tools.aspx


Key assumption updates

• Interest on operating capital:   2.7%

– FSA operating loans at 1.25%

• Labor rate: $12.67/hour  (H2A Adverse wage rate for NC)

• Farmer, Rancher, Agricultural Manager median wage 

rate: $34.21/hour    (Bureau of Labor Statistics)

• Diesel price: $2.5    

• Gas price: $2 (AAA Gas Prices)

https://www.fsa.usda.gov/programs-and-services/farm-loan-programs/


Owner labor

• Used in

– Irrigation 

– Preplant fumigation

– Scouting

– Freeze protection

– The $34.21/hour rate is likely too high

– It is not a ‘large’ component of total cost



Navigating the budget

• Red tabs have assumptions you can change

• Change the values in the blue cells to update the 

estimated costs and returns





Summary costs and returns



Summaries 

by month 

and stage of 

production



Caution: The production system is not editable

• The spreadsheet is locked

– I am searching for the unlocked version

• The production sequence cannot be altered

– No changes to spray program

– Cannot be used for partial budgeting



Strawberry Seasonal Price Movements



National strawberry shipping point prices are highly seasonal



The seasonality of strawberry prices has a long history

Link to report

http://www.ers.usda.gov/publications/pub-details/?pubid=37065


NC has a very small presence in the national market



NC’s shipping prices are stable within our season



Consumer and Market Intermediary 

Preferences for Strawberry Attributes



Summaries of two studies

• Gallardo et al. (2015) Market Intermediaries’ Willingness 

to Pay for Apple, Peach, Cherry, and Strawberry Quality 

Attributes

• Wang et al. (2017) What Consumers Are Looking for in 

Strawberries: Implications from Market Segmentation 

Analysis



Gallardo et al. (2015)

• 22 completed surveys received from strawberry market 

intermediaries (packers, shippers, wholesalers)

• Respondents chose between eight scenarios with six 

quality attributes

– Size ̶ Firmness

– Internal color ̶ Flavor

– External Color ̶ Shelf life

• Logistic regression used to calculate respondents 

willingness-to-pay for improvements in each attribute



Example choice



Calculated willingnesses-to-pay for fresh strawberries

Market intermediaries were willing to pay:

• $0.24/lb to improve flavor from weak/mild to full/intense

• $0.15/lb for an improvement in firmness from soft to firm 

• $0.10/lb for an increase in size from less to more than 25 

g/fruit.



These preferences are consistent with 

consumer preferences and grading standards

• The WTP results are consistent with findings in previous 

studies where flavor, sweetness, size, and firmness were 

found to positively impact consumers’ preferences for 

strawberries

• Firmness and size are both attributes considered in the 

US standards for grades of strawberries, which 

commands markets prices and thus impacts 

intermediaries’ profitability.



Wang et al. (2017)

• National survey of 1062 consumers

• 36% of respondents were in the South

• Respondents chose between eight scenarios with six 

quality attributes

– Size ̶ Firmness

– Internal color ̶ Flavor

– External Color ̶ Shelf life

• Two price levels were included:

– $2.65/lb

– $2.99/lb



Example 

choice



Methods

• The study used a latent class logit model to determine 

whether there were distinct groups of consumers and for 

each group, determine preferences

• Using three groups explained the data best

– Balanced consumers

– Experience attribute sensitive consumers

– Search attribute sensitive consumers



Balanced consumers

• Around 2/3 of respondents

• Found all six attributes important

• Were sensitive to price

• More likely to:

– Be in the 35-54 year old age cohort

– To have income above $25,000

– To have children



Experience Attribute Sensitive Consumers

• Strongly prefer intense strawberry flavor, good internal 

color, and longer shelf-life

• Not price sensitive

• They are:

– 80 percent Caucasian

– 74 percent female

• More likely to

– Eat strawberries regularly

– Have higher household income

– Be in the younger age cohort (18-34)



Search Attribute Sensitive Consumers

• Care most about external color, firmness, size

• Sensitive to price

• More likely to:

– Be 55 years old or older

– Have income less than $25,000

– Be non-caucasian



The older population is expected to increase 

rapidly

Link to report

https://files.nc.gov/ncosbm/documents/files/Population-Dyanmic-2020Report.pdf


NC is becoming more racially diverse

Link to report

https://files.nc.gov/ncosbm/documents/files/Population-Dyanmic-2020Report.pdf


Take-aways

• Marketing strategies aimed at experience sensitive 

consumers are likely to be most profitable. 

– Emphasize freshness

– Provide samples

• Search attribute sensitive consumers are likely to be 

more numerous in the future.


